
Malaysia to give pointers on ending gender discrimination in schools
THE Commonwealth s pour with
no access to proper education
have found a champion
Speaking up for them is a

cross section of civil society
academia and the private
sector They will gather at the
Stakeholders Forum from June
15 19
Co chairman of the forum

Dr Khair Mohamad Yusof said
the education issue needs to
be discussed as the problem
affected a huge swath of the
Commonwealth
Those affected he said

were from marginalised
groups in many parts of the
Commonwealth such as in the
Pacific islands Africa and the
Indian sub continent

As the Commonwealth is
dubbed the bottom billion
where some of the poorest live
there is a special need to find
recourse for their educational
needs

In Africa the problem is
compounded by the prevalence
of HIV AIDS in many of the

countries
The forum a part of the 17th

Conference of the Commonwealth
Education Ministers 17CCEM
carries the theme Making
Connections and Building
Partnerships Towards and
Beyond Global Education Goals
and Targets

Khair said the forum organisers
expected up to 500 participants
from Commonwealth nations to
discuss share their experiences
and offer solutions
Their debates will revolve

around four sub themes namely
Making Inclusive Access and
Learning a Reality Achieving
a Continuum in Education
Redefining Quality in Education
and Realising the Potential of
Non State Actors
He said they would take part

in 24 workshops where 96
presenters will articulate their
views

At the end of the forum we
hope to offer recommendations
to governments in the
Commonwealth on how to

overcome problems they face in
expanding access to education
Khair said gender

discrimination in education was

also another problem that has
deprived girls from getting into
schools in many Commonwealth
countries

The situation is the reverse
of what is happening in
Malaysia where as we can see
girls outnumbering boys in the
educational field

This is where Malaysian
representatives can shed light

— on how our approachto
education has redressed such
discrimination
Khair said the gender issue had

also prompted the organisers to
shortlist more women speakers to
give their insights on the right to
education
Malaysia he said had also

been asked by other countries
to share its expertise in
implementing Information and
Communication Technology ICT
in its schools

We can show participants

how the ICT programme is
carried out in our education
system
He said there were also

concerns about the effects
of climate change which
has induced problems of
rising sea levels especially in
Commonwealth island states in
the Pacific
Khair said the environment was

another focus of the forum to
educate people how to cope with
natural disasters

This topic was picked up after
the tsunami in 2004 to provide
risk reduction strategies for
countries facing such threats
Khair said a statement

containing key summaries of
discussions and recommendations
would be issued to the
Commonwealth Education
Ministers at the end of the forum
The forum is co organised by

the Commonwealth Foundation
which is an intergovernmental
body mandated to support and
work with civil society and
Institut Aminuddin Baki 1AB the

National Institute of Educational
Management and Leadership
Khair who is 1AB director

said the institute was proud of
the recognition given to host the
forum He said it has given its
officers invaluable experience in
organising a major event

If each country in the
Commonwealth takes turns to
organise the event we will have
to wait more than 159 years to
become host again he said


